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"Possible Worlds: An Introduction to Logic and Its
that a possible world is a way things could have been-a total way. Among these ways things could have been
there is one-call it â€˜Mâ€™- that has the distinction of being actual; this is the way things actually are. c( is
the one possible world that obtains or is actual; the rest are merely possible.
Actualism and possible worlds - Andrew M. Bailey
Hence, if possible world semantics is supplemented with abstractionist definitions of possible worlds, then the
logical framework of possible world semantics becomes modal predicate logic as well and, as a
consequence, the extensionality of the semantics is lost once again.
Possible Worlds (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Possible-world theory is also used within narratology to divide a specific text into its constituent worlds,
possible and actual. In this approach, the modal structure of the fictional text is analysed in relation to its
narrative and thematic concerns.
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(1) Possible worlds exist. Other possible worlds are just as real as the actual world. They may not actually
exist, since to actually exist is to exist in the actual world, but they do, nevertheless, exist. (2) Other possible
worlds are things of the same sort as the actual world-"I and all my surroundings" ([2] : 86).
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